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Abstract:  The  application  of  optical  projection  tomography  to  in-vivo 
experiments is limited by specimen movement during the acquisition. We 
present a set of mathematical correction methods applied to the acquired 
data stacks to correct for movement in both directions of the image plane. 
These methods have been applied to correct experimental data taken from 
in-vivo  optical  projection  tomography  experiments  in  Caenorhabditis 
elegans. Successful reconstructions for both fluorescence and white light 
(absorption)  measurements  are  shown.  Since  no  difference  between 
movement of the animal and movement of the rotation axis is made, this 
approach at the same time removes artifacts due to mechanical drifts and 
errors in the assumed center of rotation. 
©2010 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (100.6950) Tomographic image processing; (170.6960) Tomography; (110.3010) 
Image reconstruction techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
Immense improvements in optical imaging techniques are currently revolutionizing vast fields 
in  biomedical  applications,  ranging  from  nanoscale  microscopy  [1–4]  with  nanometer 
precision measurements inside of cells [5,6], to deep tissue multi-photon microscopy [7,8] and 
optical projection tomography (OPT) [9–15] or selective plane illumination microscopy [16] 
for objects with a size of several millimeters, to whole animal imaging using diffuse optical 
tomography  (DOT)  [17,18].  Combinations  of  imaging  techniques  such  as  Fluorescence 
Lifetime Imaging (FLIM) together with OPT [19], or positron emission tomography (PET) 
together with DOT [20] help us to elucidate complex biological processes, especially when 
aimed at in-vivo imaging. 
For imaging of small animals, embryos in early developmental stages, or parts of animals 
such as e.g. organs with size ranges from several tens of micrometers up to about 1 cm [21], 
OPT is a valuable tool as it allows non-invasive optical imaging combined with the specificity 
of fluorescence labeling. However, for non-transparent specimens scattering needs to be taken 
into  account  [15,22],  or  else  it  has  to  be  reduced  to  a  negligible  amount  by  clearing  the 
samples e.g. using a mixture of benzyl alcohol and benzyl benzoate [23]. So far, experiments 
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imposed  on  the  sample,  and  partly  due  to  the  lack  of  suitable  procedures  to  deal  with 
specimen movement during the acquisition. While the first issue has been resolved [24], and 
mathematical  models  are  presently  being  developed  for  motion  correction  [25],  in  this 
contribution we present a set of correction methods for object drifts in both directions of the 
image plane for fluorescence as well as for white light data. Whether observed drifts [26] are 
due to the moving specimens, or to mechanical instabilities, the presented algorithms are able 
to  successfully  detect  and  mathematically  remove  them,  thus  allowing  3D  OPT 
reconstructions of live samples. Note that the presented algorithms cannot currently correct 
for tilts of the objects; this is the subject of ongoing research. 
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Fig. 1. OPT setup: The capillary (C) with the specimen is placed in a bath (B). White light 
(LED2)  passes  a  diffusor  (D)  before  illuminating  the  sample.  Fluorescence  excitation  is 
achieved by blue light (LED1) which is focused (L) and filtered (F1). The light detection 
system consists of an objective lens (OL), an iris (I), an emission filter (F2), a tube lens (TL), 
and a CCD camera. The focal plane of the objective lens is aligned with the center of the 
specimen. 
2. Materials and Methods 
A detailed description of our OPT instrument depicted in Fig. 1 can be found elsewhere [24]. 
In short, the specimen is placed in a capillary (C, BRAND, Wertheim, Germany, Blaubrand-
intraMARK), and put in a custom-built bath (B) filled with glycerol. The walls of the bath are 
made of borosilicate microscopy cover slips matching the refractive index of both capillary 
and glycerol. For fluorescence excitation, the light of a super bright blue LED (LED1, Philips 
Lumileds Lighting, San Jose, CA, USA, Luxeon LXHL-LB3C 3W Star, typical luminous flux 
23 lm) is focused by a lens (L, Carclo Technical Plastics, Slough, Berkshire, U.K., 4° beam 
divergence), and the excitation spectrum is narrowed by a filter (F1, Semrock, Rochester NY, 
USA, FF01-472/30). Fluorescence light is detected by a long working distance objective lens 
(OL, Mitutoyo Corp., Kanagawa, Japan,), the numerical aperture NA of which can be adjusted 
by an iris diaphragm (I) to typically NA = 0.2. Residual excitation light is blocked by the 
emission filter (F2, Semrock BrightLine HC 531/40 for GFP, Chroma ET 605/70 for dsRed), 
and the signal is focused onto a CCD camera (Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland, 
Ixon  DV885)  via  the  tube  lens  (TL,  Infinity,  Boulder  CO,  USA,  InfiniTube  FM). 
Alternatively, transmitted light may be recorded using a super bright white light LED (LED2, 
Philips Lumileds Lighting, Luxeon LXHL-LW6C 5W Star, typical luminous flux 120 lm). Its 
light passes through a diffusor (D) before illuminating the sample. 
In both illumination modes we acquired 500 projection images over 360°. Rotation of the 
capillary around its center (z-)axis with an angular step size of θ = 0.72° was achieved by a 
rotation stage (8MR180, Standa, Vilnius, Lithuania). As specimens, we used Caenorhabditis 
elegans  (in-vivo)  and  Parhyale  hawaiensis  (ex-vivo).  The  C.  elegans  transgenic  zdIs5, 
expressing mec-4::GFP in touch neurons, was maintained as described in [27]. Prior to the 
experiment,  the  worm  was  anesthetized  for  15  min  in  20  mM  sodium  azide,  and  then 
embedded in halo carbon oil to obtain a proper refractive index match to the capillary. The 
worms used in these experiments had a length of around 1 mm, and a mid-length diameter 
between 30 and 60 µm. Imaging was performed with a 10x objective lens (working distance 
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was precipitated using a low concentration of clove oil (0.04%) in artificial sea water. After 5 
min,  the  specimen  was  transferred  to  the  capillary  filled  with  glycerol.  Typically,  these 
animals had a length from head to tail of roughly 2.5 mm and a maximum diameter (including 
extremities)  of  about  0.6  mm  when  inside  the  capillary.  Imaging  of  P.  hawaiensis  was 
performed using a 5x objective lens (working distance 34mm, focal length 40mm, depth of 
field ca. 150 µm). Since the depth of field was adjusted prior to each experiment, only typical 
values are given. 
Although large efforts have been put in the design of the instrument and the specimens 
holder [24], not all mechanical instabilities could be eliminated, resulting in a drift of the 
complete image (corresponding to about 1 µm per hour in the object space), even when the 
stages were stationary (i.e. no actuation). However, movement of the sample is also expected 
when  imaging  animals  in-vivo.  Hence,  post-acquisition  correction  methods  need  to  be 
provided  to  address  these  issues  and  to  correct  for  motion-induced  blur  in  the  final 
reconstructions. In general, all the correction methods described here assume the drifts to be 
constant for a given projection, i.e. each acquired 2D projection can be corrected by a 2D shift 
vector  s
￿
 = (y,z) with independent components in y- and z-direction. However, we assume  s
￿
 
to be constant for all pixels of that projection data, and only dependent on the rotation angle θ. 
This approach can of course be generalized by dividing each projection in multiple patches, 
and by treating these patches individually, since similar patching has also been shown for 
high-resolution truncated insets in a low resolution full reconstruction [28]. Fortunately, the 
movement is generally slow resulting in a strong correlation of the shifts between subsequent 
projections.  All  of  the  methods  described  below  are  implemented  in  the  MATLAB 
programming environment (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) and make use of the free 
DIPimage toolbox [29]. Since the lateral and the longitudinal components of the shifts are 
independent, we can derive correction methods for each component separately as described 
below. 
3. Correction for longitudinal shifts 
In  the  following,  the  drifts  in  the  image  plane  parallel  to  the  rotation  axis  are  called 
‘longitudinal shifts’ (z-direction in Fig. 1). 
3.1 Fluorescence image data 
Very small fluorescent objects (point-like objects with a size equal to or smaller than the 
width of the point spread function [PSF] of the  microscope) are used to determine  drifts 
during the course of the experiment. The positions of these small objects can be extracted in 
every 2D projection using an object segmentation algorithm. A particle tracking algorithm 
[30] is then used to merge these positions to a 3D trajectory (y-z-position and image number). 
Since the z-position of the objects should be stable during the rotational actuation, the z-
component of the 3D trajectory contains the values necessary to correct for longitudinal shifts. 
Figure  2  shows  an  application  of  such  a  correction  in  an  experiment  using  C.  elegans 
expressing GFP in the touch sensitivity neurons. 
3.2 White light (transmission/absorption) image data 
White light images taken in transmission mode usually do not show such highly structured 
features. Here, only very few time points can be used to correct for the longitudinal shifts. 
Typically the first (0° rotation angle), center (180° rotation angle), and last (360° rotation 
angle) are used, where the center image needs to be flipped in order to display the same view 
as  that  in  the  0°  and  the  360°  position.  Using  the  DIPimage  function  ‘findshift’,  the  z-
displacement for the three images is determined, and interpolated for the full revolution to 
obtain  the  correction  values  for  the  longitudinal  shifts.  From  this  first  estimate  of  the 
longitudinal shifts, a more precise prediction can then be obtained by using a self-correcting 
approach (see paragraph “Self-correcting approach”). 
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Fig. 2. Correction of longitudinal shifts in fluorescence images. a) 2D projection (raw data) as 
acquired in the experiment. The three arrows indicate the positions of the GFP expression loci 
of three touch neurons, which appear as point-like structures in the acquired images. b) The 
average  z-displacement  of  the three  expression  loci  in  the  500 projections  can be  used  to 


















Fig. 3. Correction of lateral shifts. a) A 2D projection (raw data, autofluorescence of Parhyale 
hawaiensis,  pseudo  color).  The  blue  lines  indicate  the  positions  of  the  capillary  walls 
determined automatically. The dashed line indicates a position in which the object is highly 
structured, and the corresponding sinogram (b) indicates that the objects are rather small and 
approximately point-like. From a preliminary reconstruction of this sinogram, the positions of 
the extremities of the specimens can be estimated. c) The computer generated sinogram with 
objects at the same positions as those determined from b). By applying a least squares fit, the 
lateral shifts between the image b) and c) can be obtained, and used to correct for the lateral 
shifts. 
4. Correction for Lateral shifts 
In the following, the drifts in the image plane perpendicular to the rotation axis are called 
‘lateral shifts’ (y-direction in Fig. 1). For a first coarse correction of these drifts, we determine 
the center between the two capillary walls. Although the refractive index is matched for one 
wavelength, different dispersion of the glass, glycerol and embedding medium results in the 
capillary walls being visible in the projection images. Since the capillaries are not perfectly 
round, this first correction results in better, but still faulty reconstructions, which are then 
improved as follows. 
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If a highly structured fluorescent object is acquired (dashed line in Fig. 3a), two methods can 
be  used  to  determine  the  precise  lateral  shifts  (along  the  y-axis).  First,  if  the  fluorescent 
objects are of a size equal to or smaller than the  width of the PSF, these objects can be 
considered point-like and their y-z-position can be approximately derived from a preliminary 
reconstruction, even if the lateral shifts are only coarsely corrected. Next, a virtual (computer 
generated)  z-slice  is  created  with  point-objects  at  the  same  positions  as  those  of  the  true 
objects, and the corresponding projection data I(y,θ) (in the following referred to as sinogram) 
is  calculated  using  a  forward  radon  transform  for  the  given  set  of  rotation  angles  θ  (cf.  
Fig. 3c). Using a non-linear least squares regression of these computer generated sinograms to 
the true data (Fig. 3b), the lateral shifts can be fitted. 
As a second alternative, the positions of the highly structured (point-like) objects can be 
extracted in every 2D projection. A particle tracking algorithm is then used to merge these 
positions to a 3D trajectory. For a correct rotation, the y-component of the trajectory should 
precisely follow a sine-curve. The deviation of the true object’s position from this sine-curve 
can be used for correcting the lateral shifts. This approach uses the same fluorescent objects as 
those used for correction of the longitudinal shifts (cf. Fig. 2a). The advantages and limits of 
the two alternative approaches are discussed at the end of this paper. 
4.2 White light (transmission/absorption) image data 
In the case of white light data, highly structured object features are often missing. Typical 
correction methods for rotation errors in other types of tomographic imaging rely on edge 
detection algorithms [31], which again require sharp edges in the specimens. For OPT such 
features are often not available, and a different approach has been followed. If in an ideal 
experiment, the center of rotation (COR) assumed at the beginning of the evaluation is wrong, 
a reconstruction of two concentric objects (cf. Fig. 4a) is obtained. For the determination of 
the true COR, a range of candidate CORs are assumed, reconstructions for each of these 
CORs are calculated, and the variance of each of these reconstructions is plotted against the 
position  of  the  respective  COR.  The  most  likely  COR  can  then  be  determined  from  the 
extremal value of this curve [28]. 
In real in-vivo experiments, the thus found COR most often yields a reconstruction of two 
non-concentrically  aligned  objects  (cf.  Fig.  4b).  In  previous  work,  it  was  proposed  to 
reconstruct the object from half the acquired projection data only, or even from fewer angles 
[32],  thus  reducing  the  overall  acquisition  time  and  thereby  reducing  the  motion  induced 
artifacts. This is of course only possible, when the depth of focus covers the whole specimen 
rather than just part of it [10]. However, the resolution of these limited view reconstructions 
was poor and many features were not visible. To overcome this problem, the lateral shifts 
throughout the experiment need to be known, and the individual projections have to be shifted 
back accordingly prior to the reconstruction process. For this purpose, an optimization routine 
was implemented in which the projections are shifted to increase (or decrease) the variance of 
the  intermediate  reconstructions  until  convergence  (or  the  maximum  number  of  iteration 
steps) is reached (cf. Fig. 4c). Now, a single object is reconstructed, indicating that the true 
COR and the correct shifts have approximately been determined. 
The individual steps to find the shifts are as follows. A fixed number N of equidistant 
nodes ai (typically N = 13) are chosen over the range of angles (0..360°), where the first node 
a0 corresponds to θ = 0° and the last node aN to θ = 360°. Each node is assigned a shift value, 
starting with all values being set to zero. Within the optimization routine, the shift values at 
these nodes are modified. The shifts in-between the nodes are calculated by a cubic-spline 
interpolation,  yielding  the  lateral  shifts  for  all  projections.  Thus,  the  whole  procedure  is 
implemented as a minimization problem with the shift values at the nodes ai as parameters, 
and the variance of the reconstruction as the function to minimize. 
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30µm
b) real experiment c) autofocus d) shifts corrected to 
match acquired data  
Fig. 4. Reconstructions of a single z-slice of OPT data taken from C. elegans. a) A theoretical 
experiment in which the center of rotation (COR) used for the reconstruction is offset by two 
pixels. b) Real experimental data most often shows two objects in the reconstruction, which 
cannot be overlaid by shifting the COR. c) After applying an optimization function in which 
the  projections  are  shifted  to  yield  the  maximum  variance  of  the  intensities  in  the 
reconstructions:  Several  artifacts  are  visible  e.g.  where  bright  or  dark  objects  have  been 
smeared out (arrows). This reconstruction was then radon transformed, and the lateral shifts 
between  the  transformed  reconstruction  and  the  original  projections  were  determined  as 
described in the section “self-correcting approach”. Using these shifts as the refined correction 
for the lateral shifts, the reconstruction in d) was obtained. 
However, the resulting reconstruction after this optimization process shows artifacts such 
as smearing out of very bright or very dark objects (arrows in Fig. 4c) similar to what is 
observed when using a slightly offset COR. In order to find a better estimate of the lateral 
shifts, one step of the self-correcting approach (see below) is performed. The thus obtained 
refinement to the reconstruction is displayed in Fig. 4d. 
5. Self-correcting approach 
Especially in the case of longitudinal shifts observed in transmitted white light experiments, 
but also as a refinement of the shifts found using the previous methods, another iterative 
approach is most suitable. Here, a preliminary reconstruction is calculated using a filtered 
back projection algorithm [Eq. (1)]. In a virtual experiment, the thus reconstructed object (2D 
or 3D) is then projected along the same set of angles in which the original raw data was 
acquired. By comparing these projections with the original data, displacement values can be 
extracted by which the calculated projections are shifted with respect to the original data (cf. 
Fig. 5 red dotted curve, Eq. (2). Since the lateral and longitudinal shifts are mostly due to 
movement of the hardware components or the specimen itself, it can be assumed that the 
shifts change slowly from one time step (projection) to the next. Therefore, the shifts are 
smoothed (cf. Fig. 5 black curve, Eq. (3) before they are fed into the algorithm again to obtain 
the next (refined) reconstruction from the true (raw) data. 
The individual steps to calculate the next approximation to the 3D reconstruction r starting 
from the acquired projection data p
0(y,z,θ ), the initial shifts vector 
0 s
￿
 ≡ 0, and using the 
filtered back projection (FBP) and the forward radon transform (Radon) are as follows: 
  ( )
1 0 ( , , ) FBP ( ), ( ),
i i i
y z r x y z p y s z s θ θ θ
+   = − −      (1) 
  ( ) ( )
1 0 ( ) ( ), ( ) findshifts Radon ( , , ) , ( , , )
i
y z f f f r x y z p y z θ θ θ θ
+   = =  
￿
   (2) 
  ( )
1 1 1 ( ) ( ), ( ) smooth ( )
i i i
y z s s s f θ θ θ θ
+ + +   = =  
￿ ￿
,   (3) 
with the intermediate approximation f to the shifts vector  s
￿
, which is filtered (smoothed) to 
account  for  the  correlation  of  the  movement  between  subsequent  projections.  The 
computation time required for the multiple transformations can be drastically reduced by a 
parallel implementation e.g. utilizing a graphical processing unit [9]. 
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Fig. 5. Iterative correction of (in this case) lateral shifts using a self-correcting approach. The 
blue  curve  indicates  the  shifts  found  using  one  of  the  approaches  described  above.  After 
applying  these  shifts  to  the  individual  projections,  a  reconstruction  is  calculated.  Using  a 
forward  radon  transform  as  in  a  virtual  experiment,  this  reconstruction  is  rotated  and 
projections are calculated for each angle. The shifts between the thus obtained projections and 
the original data are determined (red dotted curve). This data is smoothed to obtain the new 
lateral shifts (black curve, dashed). 
 
Fig. 6. Reconstructions of a data set taken from C. elegans in-vivo using the above correction 
methods. a) and b) show the mean intensity of the white light reconstruction (absorption) along 
the  respective  third  axis.  c)  shows  a  3D  view  of  this  data  as  volume  rendering  in  gray 
(absorption). To emphasize the non-absorbing internal structure of the pharynx, an additional 
volume rendering of the inverted data set is shown in blue-green (Media 1); the inset shows the 
colormaps used for absorption values between zero and 1 = maximum absorption. d) shows the 
absorption (in gray) together with the reconstructed fluorescence data (in green) (Media 2). e) 
shows the xz-slice at y = 0 of the absorption as indicated in c). 
6. Results of combined longitudinal and lateral corrections 
Figure 6 depicts the reconstructions of the acquired white light and fluorescence data sets after 
removal of the determined shifts (cf. Figs. 2b, 5, and 7). In these experimental results, the 
projection images had been first corrected for longitudinal shifts before the correction of shifts 
perpendicular to the rotation axis was addressed. For the white light data, one step of the self-
correcting approach was used in the determination of both the longitudinal and the lateral 
shifts. For the fluorescence data, the positions of the same touch neurons (bright spots in  
Fig.  2a)  were  used  together  with  a  particle  tracking  algorithm  to  determine  both  the 
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performed. Note that the white light data set was acquired after the fluorescence data set, 
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Fig. 7. Summary of the applied corrections for white light data (top half) and fluorescence data 
(bottom  half).  Left  column:  Raw  z-y-data-slices  of  the  3D  reconstruction  before  and  after 
applying the correction methods. Right column: Shifts used to correct the projections prior to 
the reconstruction. First the longitudinal shifts were corrected, and then the lateral shifts. Slices 
of the reconstructions after correction for longitudinal and for lateral shifts are much sharper, 
and do not show ghost images, indicating an improved reconstruction. 
A comparison of z-y-slices from the 3D reconstruction  with and  without applying the 
correction methods is depicted in the left column of Fig. 7 for white light data (top half) and 
for  fluorescence  data  (bottom  half),  while  the  right  column  shows  the  values  for  the 
longitudinal and the lateral shifts determined by the methods above. In the left column, the 
lower  images  showing  the  reconstructions  after  correcting  for  longitudinal  and  for  lateral 
movement are much sharper. This can be quantified using the variance of the slices without 
(before) and with (after) correction: For the white light data set, the variance in the corrected 
(lower) image is increased by 25%, whereas for the fluorescence data set, an increase of 19% 
in the variance is observed. The object blur induced by motion of the worm (and the stages) 
may also be quantified using the area (number of pixels) of the reconstructed animal. In the 
white  light  data  set,  the  area  covered  by  the  worm  is  decreased  by  9.5%  in  the  lower 
(corrected)  slice,  indicating  that  motion  induced  blur  is  significantly  reduced.  In  the 
fluorescence data set, several artifacts are noticeable in the uncorrected reconstructions: The 
front end of the worm appears to be lying partly outside (above) the capillary. The touch 
neuron located at (y,z) ≈(140,245) is reconstructed as two objects, while in the corrected 
image below, only one object is visible (the dimmer object below is a touch neuron located in 
a different x-plane, see also Fig. 2a). 
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Two  alternative  methods  for  correcting  the  lateral  shifts  in  fluorescence  data  have  been 
developed. The first method relies on a comparison of a computer generated sinogram with 
the measured sinogram. For this method it is necessary to have multiple objects thoroughly 
distributed radially as well as azimuthally over the reconstructed slice, i.e. they should cover a 
broad range of distances to the rotation axis, and they must not be located in only one or two 
quadrants of the reconstructed slice. Both prerequisites need to be fulfilled in order to make 
the  problem  well-posed  and  thus  avoid  systematic  errors. The  second  method  relies  on  a 
symmetric fluorescence distribution of each segmented locus which is obviously fulfilled for 
point-like structures. The segmented objects need to be clearly separated (optically resolved). 
It can be stated that the first method is more generally applicable because any arbitrary 2D 
object can be constructed by placing  more and  more delta-peaks  next to each other [33], 
although at the cost of longer computation times. 
Additionally, the lateral shift determination method described for the white light data is 
suitable for fluorescence data as well, if the object structures are either not fine enough or not 
well enough distributed to allow  the other correction  methods to be applied, or  when no 
convergence can be gained  from the other two  methods.  This  method however needs  the 
longest computation times. 
The present OPT device is now a ready-to-use microscope capable of imaging specimens 
both live and fixed. By the newly developed data evaluation and correction algorithms, the 
microscope  system  has  been  largely  improved  allowing  routine  application  both  in 
fluorescence mode, where different wavelengths for fluorescence excitation in transgenic or 
immunolabeled specimens are available, and in trans-illumination (white light) mode, where 
unique studies of anatomy and morphology are possible. We have tested our algorithms with 
experimental OPT data sets (white light and fluorescence) taken from C. elegans in-vivo. The 
correction methods presented deal successfully with the problem of movement of the animals 
and at the same time also with the remaining mechanical instabilities of the microscope setup. 
However, several assumptions have been made: First, the movement from one projection to 
the next is small i.e., the drifts are correlated. Second, and as a result of the first assumption, 
tilting of the objects during the acquisition has not been considered. However, preliminary 
computer  simulations  indicate  that  extraction  of  the  object  tilt  is  also  possible  (data  not 
shown) using a similar approach i.e., by assuming a correlation of the tilts between subsequent 
projections. 
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